
HOCHSCHULE DARMSTADT MASTER THESIS

Webseite des Fachbereichs EIT - Hochschule Darmstadt, University of Applied The Master Thesis is a part of the
concluding modul, which contains the master.

IMSEIT emphasizes a systems perspective: Topics and processes, tasks and projects take an integrated and
synoptic approach, within an international setting: Course work and projects are conducted in intercultural
teams and prepare our students for a career in an international operating company. During this course of study,
students will learn to cope with real-life problems in industry by understanding the correlation between
theoretical aspects and practical boundaries. Interdisciplinary course contents, such as economics or project
management, prepare for later leadership responsibilities. Never copy and paste application letters, every letter
has to be unique! Automation Major The main goal of the course is to expand the students' theoretical and
practical knowledge in different fields of modern and advanced automation technology as well as
application-oriented computer science. Please contact the BPS responsible, Prof. It builds the students' ability
to deal with complex embedded systems in hardware and software, and to implement hardware algorithms and
systems onto digital hardware platforms. Winter semester More information on beginning of studies The
course starts 1 September with mandatory German and technical bridging classes as well as an intercultural
forum and excursions. The prerequisites. The rest of the curriculum depends on the chosen major. The most
important rule is: Be specific. Weitere Informationen. In case you have prior working experience, the
internship may be shortened. This set-up ensures a smooth transition into a professional career either in a
German company or worldwide. Communications Major The communications major programme offers
in-depth background encompassing state-of-the-art communication techniques. Students will be introduced to
devices and circuits for controlling and converting electrical power as well as power electronics. Our
graduates find well-paid and challenging jobs on all levels and in all sectors of industry, small- and
medium-size high tech and international companies, in administration, or self-employed. What do we expect
from applicants? The first year focusses on challenging academic content and is organized as classroom
lectures. Try to meet the company representatives. And last but not least every student has the option to look
for international positions, e. Pick up the phone and try to talk to them before you apply. The third semester is
dedicated to an industrial internship to gain experience within a German company. Application Although there
is no "the one and only right way" on how to write an application, there are many mistakes which should be
avoided when applying at a German company. From about applicants worldwide, we only choose the best
which makes our program attractive to future senior engineers and managers. Mandatory modules are shared
by all majors, including programming techniques, project management, presentations and communication
skills. Some useful documents:. The overall impression that the candidate offers, with proven proficiency in
English, including technical English, is very important to us. Power Engineering Major The power
engineering major programme is structured to train students in modern electrical power engineering and
renewable energy. Why should the company select YOU Inform yourself upfront about the company and the
position. Information meeting During the winter semester, a mandatory information meeting will be organised
providing information and guidance for the application process. Avoid flowery statements in the cover letter
and mention only those aspects which are relevant for this position. Specific academic and intercultural
pre-semester offerings help students to prepare for the study program. It is the responsibility of each student to
regularly apply on his or her own to potential companies to seek an internship position or a position for the
Master Thesis. The Master's degree programme also provides students with knowledge pertaining to the
planning and operating of modern power systems. Why do you want to work for THIS company. It also
expands the students' knowledge on microwave components and systems as well as theory and applications of
discrete time signals. The programme builds the students' ability to participate in research and implements
projects dealing with modulation and coding schemes. What does it consist of? High priority is given to IT
experience. The student will work at a leading German or international company during this internship.


